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INTRODUCTION 
 

This article is about providing you actionable and ready-to-go advice by utilizing the wealth of intelligence 

available to you online, and creating and maintaining a communication channel between you and your 

customer.  

Fed up with non-operable resources hanging around the web? 

Our team at Conexie decided to bring together some of the best tips they have experienced not only as 

marketers but as citizens of Sydney. 

Boring, complicated, and endless communication processes can’t be applied to SME (Small and Medium 

sized enterprises) - Why? 

✓ No time (obviously) 

✓ Too much information is lost - Customers want the things to be easy. (obviously) 

 

You might think that you could just get away with thinking that if someone wants to communicate with you, 

they will find a way → this is not good, in fact, terrible. However, there are a staggering 90 billion ideas just 

waiting for you over there. 

That’s the collective intelligence!  

At Conexie we love to eat, so we’ll be using restaurant examples to explain our point! 

 

[I can assure you that all these “actionable tips” are coming in less than 20 lines but first let’s understand what I 

mean by “collective intelligence” and “transactional communication”.] 

 

What is collective intelligence? 
You can read a lot of articles and white papers dealing with the collective intelligence issue aimed to manage 

teams and take advantage of a wide personality mix. This is all about listening to each other, and combining 

small (sometimes seemingly insignificant ideas) to create something bigger, something meaningful. 

However, the use of collective intelligence should not stop behind the office door. These ideas can be 

applied to associations, families, and even communities. 

In their everyday lives, individuals gather an immense amount of information, such as a broken park bench, 

a flat tire, a lost wallet, what time the queues are especially long at their local cafe… the list goes on! They 

https://conexie.com/
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also want to be able to easily connect to their environment, by providing feedback for their favourite 

restaurant, or get in touch with their property manager easily. Unfortunately, there is no single way to share 

all these valued thoughts. 

Businesses are already impacted by the “collective intelligence”’ effect. In fact, through collaborative 

apps/websites such as TripAdvisor, and even twitter [...], people are enabled to share their opinions with 

the entire community. Unfortunately, these thoughts are, in some cases, neither actionable for businesses 

nor customers - What identifiers can a restaurant owner use to improve his business by a generic one-star 

comment on Trip Advisor? 

A business’ goal should be to find a way to use this intelligence to improve their customer’s experience and 

relationship. 

This is what this article is about! 

 

[Ok maybe 10 more lines, that’s the last time] 

 

Transactional communication 
Communication specialists are used to the term: transactional communication. It just means that “the 

sender and the receiver each take turns to send or receive messages”. The idea is that both sides of the 

communication funnel exchange information, in the same way, you would pay for your groceries at 

Woolworths. 

A WAITER/WAITRESS ASKING THE CUSTOMER IF THEY’RE ENJOYING 

THE MEAL. THE CUSTOMER DOES NOT LIKE THE MEAL BUT TO 

AVOID POTENTIAL CONFLICT, THEY SAY THE MEAL IS GOOD BUT 

WILL NEVER COME BACK TO THE RESTAURANT. 

There was potential to improve the food, but you missed the opportunity…  

It is clear that having a real “transactional communication channel” is a must have to take advantage of 

collective intelligence. 
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OUR SOLUTION - HOW TO USE COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE? 
 

Regarding your business standpoint, what makes your customers happy? What does your average 

customer enjoy? These are the main questions you need to ask yourself before you start to create a 

communication funnel. 

We have listed some solutions, that are TOTALLY FREE!! 

Goals: 

✓ Streamlined way to communicate 

Let people easily know reliable contact details 

✓ Make your customer feel important 

Take care of your customer 

 

ENGAGE YOUR CUSTOMER - PEOPLE ALWAYS HAVE 
SOMETHING TO ASK 
 

There are multiple ways to take advantage of collective intelligence.  

A. PROVIDING BEFORE ASKING - TRANSACTIONAL COMMUNICATION BASICS 

What will you do if you had to check out before eating? To take advantage of your customer valued thought, 

a reliable relationship is needed. 

Solution 

✓ Share some knowledge 

o Hardly had your customer engage in your website? You could provide them with 

compelling content, even before they understand what your product really is. Matthew 

Barby, a prominent growth/SEO consultant is a good example to follow. 

o The first time you get in touch with your customers (Website, office, newspaper, … provide 

them your valued content, they can give you their e-mail address in return.  

o Once the relationship has started, you could e-mail them back, asking for feedback, 

reminding them that you are available.   

o There are multiple ways to do so. Below are some tools to create/broadcast content: 

▪ Podcast: Apple, ThePodcastNetwork, PodcastAddict. 

https://www.matthewbarby.com/seo-tips/
https://www.matthewbarby.com/seo-tips/
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/podcasts/id525463029?mt=8
https://thepodcastnetwork.com/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bambuna.podcastaddict&hl=en
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▪ Tutorial: WalkMe, CamStudio, DemoBuilder. 

▪ White paper: Medium, OpenViewPartner. 

▪ Email: MailChimp.  

✓ Build a community 

You may have some steady/regular customer. Why don’t you use them to gather feedback? They 

know you, but you don’t know them. – What can you do? 

o Don’t assume you know your customer 

o Identify your steady customer 

▪ Facebook is a very powerful search tool. Use the Facebook Search Graph to find 

people. Here is a tutorial you can use 

▪ Old fashion techniques are still the best. You order a book, the e-mail list provides 

good advice 

o Notice the little things 

▪ Know you customer name 

▪ Learn from their behaviours 

o Give them the first look at a new product/dish/service/… One more time, you gather 

information and make your customer happy 

B. COMMUNICATE ON ISSUES YOU ARE FACING 

Your fryer is not working well today. Is it better to kindly advise customers to order a salad, or serve 

disgusting fries? It depends on your business nature for sure. In some cases, bad news is better than bad 

surprises:  

Solution - If you decide to communicate 

✓ Spend time to explain the situation and be truly sorry 

✓ Invent, find a funny story to tell people 

✓ Discount, ... 

 

C. BRUSH UP YOUR WEBSITE 

We have all experienced websites with no seamless way to get what you want. It gets on a customer's 

nerves and consequently, they would rather use a market place website instead of your own website.  

A customer is looking for booking a restaurant in TripAdvisor, he chooses yours and is redirected to your 

website.  

Solution 

https://www.walkme.com/pages/creating-online-tutorials/?t=1&camp=Tutorial_Exact_non_us&eco=tutorial&keyw=create%20tutorial&adgr=Create_Tutorial_Exact&pitch=Adoption-Promotion&matc=e&adin=199241870355&land=creating-online-tutorials&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIkOjZtJON1gIVnQMqCh1srgQdEAAYASAAEgIGHfD_BwE
http://camstudio.org/
http://www.demo-builder.com/
https://medium.com/@Conexie
http://labs.openviewpartners.com/
https://mailchimp.com/
https://www.labnol.org/internet/facebook-graph-search-commands/28542/
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✓ What do you want? Are you a booking/ordering/buying/downloading service? What does your 

customer want? Is it quick information, and a clear/secure way to book/download/order/buy? Your 

website must respond to this desire. 

✓ Have a look at Slack.com. In two steps (< 30 seconds) you can understand the product and are 

ready to download. 

✓ A versatile website!! Meaning that your website should look good on a mobile device. Check your 

website versatility here 

 

D. CENTRALIZE YOUR INFORMATION 

What could be worse than a customer coming in your restaurant whereas you are closed? What could be 

worse than a wrong contact detail on google?   

You need to streamline your communication process, and display accurate information in every search 

engine. 

Solution 

✓ Make sure that your business details are correct on Google. Use this link – It’s easy and free! 

✓ The details you display for your business on the internet needs to be consistent. For instance, a 

phone number is more appropriate than an e-mail address for a restaurant. 

 

E. SURVEY - BASIC TOOLS 

Simple ideas are often the best. Surveys are the most effective tool to gather these ideas 

✓ Idea box 

People write their feedback/improvement idea on a paper and put it in a box 

✓ Web survey 

Use free tools to ask whatever you want to your customer 

Typeform is one of the best free tools on the market 

How to let people know about your survey? 

✓ Read the “Be quirky and funny” section below. 

✓ Discount certain products in exchange of survey’s answers 

✓ QR Code  

Though Code Generator 

https://slack.com/
https://search.google.com/test/mobile-friendly?utm_source=mft&utm_medium=redirect&utm_campaign=mft-redirect
https://www.google.com/business/)
https://www.typeform.com/
http://www.qr-code-generator.com/
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F. BE QUIRKY AND FUNNY! 

Games are a good way to get people's attention. 

Some ideas:  

✓ Print your survey link on napkin (Link, QR code, or direct) 

✓ Our favourite game: Business card game. Customers put their business cards in a jar to participate 

in a random draw. You also get an e-mail list on the side! 

✓ Celebrate the good time! This is your business birthday, don’t miss this opportunity to bond with 

your customers! 

✓ Every day we come across some fun ideas to engage your customer, for instance: 

o UserSnap 

o Pinterest  

o Crazyegg  

✓ Our best inspiration sources are: (One more time you use collective intelligence) 

o Pinterest.com 

o 9gag.com 

✓ Feel free to share ideas with us!! (Twitter is a good way) 😉  

 

G. TELEPHONE FRUSTRATION 

Problem 

✓ Both speakers can’t convey all the relevant information (Picture, location, …. 

✓ Information is lost because of internal communication process 

Solution 

✓ Invite them to send you an email (only if needed, because it is a real pain point) 

✓ Always ask for more information 

✓ Conexie  app to upload feedback along with pictures and location] 

✓ We have not worked out this pain point yet… If you have any idea ->  (Tweet!!) 

 

H. FED UP WITH ANSWERING THE SAME QUESTION MULTIPLE TIMES 

Solution 

✓ Build a FAQ and let people know about it.  

There are multiple free-tools that enable you to build an understandable FAQ quickly: 

https://usersnap.com/blog/website-visitors-feedback/
https://au.pinterest.com/kapitbahay/funny-takes-on-giving-and-receiving-feedback/
https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/customer-reviews-that-convert/
https://au.pinterest.com/
https://9gag.com/
https://twitter.com/Conexie_App
https://conexie.com/
https://twitter.com/Conexie_App
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o SlimFAQ – to add an FAQ page to your existing website 

o Wordpress plugin  

✓ Chatbots – People can connect to your chatbot in only one click 

o ChatFuel – Launch a full-featured chatbot in 7 minutes - FREE 

✓ Newsletter – Keep your customer, investor, executive up to date thanks to a streamlined process 

o MailChimp  

o Canva  

 

INDIRECT METHODS - PEOPLE HAVE DONE THE WORK FOR 
YOU, USE IT! 
 

A. BE INSPIRED BY SEO METHODS 

Don’t know anything about Search Engine Optimization (SEO)? It’s okay! You don’t need to at all. 

Most famous SEO expert spent ages focusing on the keywords people are typing in the Google search bar 

for their specific needs. They all find inspiring ideas on people’s collective intelligence. By navigating through 

websites like Quora.com, reddit.com, wikipedia.com, they find out the current trends.  

There are three ways to search on these sites: 

✓ Google your question 

✓ Use the website’s internal search toolbar 

✓ To search with google, but only in the website of your choice, type on google search toolbar: 

site:XXXX.XXX “TheWordYouWant” 

For example:  Site: quora.com "Communication"   

You can almost find everything you need on these websites and any feedback that could be applied to 

similar businesses. 

 

B. SOCIAL MEDIA, SOCIAL MEDIA, …. 

No! I will not tell you to post a cute jumping puppy video every day. 

Facebook 

I just came across a Facebook group that gave me some ideas: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/HalalSnackPackAppreciationSociety/  

https://slimfaq.com/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/html5-responsive-faq/
https://chatfuel.com/
https://mailchimp.com/
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.google.com.au/search?q=Site%3A+quora.com+%22Communication%22&oq=Site%3A+quora.com+%22Communication%22&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i58.720j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.facebook.com/groups/HalalSnackPackAppreciationSociety/
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Ok, you can laugh about this weird community. But not for too long. 

This dummy group has 180K followers!!! That’s an impressive information source. In only 10 minutes 

traveling through the group, you can identify what customers are expecting, use your competitors ideas, 

and so on.  

How can I find these groups? -> Use Facebook Search Graph 

For instance, group liked by people who like spaceX 

Twitter 

You tried Twitter and got lost in all the non-compelling content that bots are tweeting? We are in the same 

position. MyTweetAlert is a totally new tool aimed to automatically sort the tweets important for you. 

 

That’s the perfect illustration of collective intelligence. 

  

https://www.labnol.org/internet/facebook-graph-search-commands/28542/
https://www.facebook.com/search/groups/?q=group%20liked%20by%20people%20who%20like%20spaceX
https://www.mytweetalerts.com/
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CONCLUSION 
 

We have been rental tenants, employees and everyday citizens and all agreed that when it comes to 

communicating with the right people, it was often harder than handling whatever the initial request was in 

the first place.  

Businesses are losing customers and a tremendous amount of information because they can’t effectively 

communicate all together. 

Make sure to use some of these tips to get the best juice from your customers – Engagement is all about 

communication!! 

 

Conexie is an App that creates efficient communication channels for your brand. 

Find more on Conexie.com  

Or directly download our App for FREE : Apple Store  &   Google Play Store 

 

https://conexie.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/conexie/id1084396393?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fixit&hl=en

